Inhibition of T7 RNA polymerase initiation by triple-helical DNA complexes: a model for artificial gene repression.
An experimental approach is presented for the creation of an artificial and functional repressor/operator interaction that does not involve polypeptides. This in vitro approach confers oligonucleotide regulation upon a bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase promoter by introducing an overlapping homopurine operator that can be recognized by oligonucleotide-directed DNA triple-helix formation. Recognition of optimized operator sequences in either of two triple-helix motifs is shown to efficiently inhibit T7 RNA polymerase transcription initiation in both a promoter- and oligonucleotide-specific manner. Inhibition due to triple helices of the pyrimidine motif is pH-dependent, as expected. Inhibition by purine motif triple helices is not pH-dependent and occurs efficiently under optimum T7 RNA polymerase transcription conditions. Repression by triple-helix formation can be observed rapidly after addition of purine motif repressor oligonucleotides, even when polymerase has been given prior access to the promoter. The mechanism of repression is shown to be occlusion of polymerase from the promoter rather than trapping of the polymerase in unproductive preinitiation or initiation complexes. In contrast to their inhibition of T7 RNA polymerase initiation, the triple-helical complexes studied here do not detectably inhibit transcription elongation.